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ABSTRACT
Routing overlays have the potential to circumvent Internet
pathologies to construct faster or more reliable paths. We
suggest that overlay routing protocols have yet to become
ubiquitous because they do not incorporate mechanisms for
finding and negotiating with mutually advantageous peers:
nodes in the overlay that can benefit equally from each other.
We show that mutually advantageous peers exist in the Inter-
net and that one-hop detour routing is sufficient for a latency-
reducing overlay. We then simulate such an overlay con-
struction process to show that it is efficient and scalable.

1. INTRODUCTION
Routing overlays [2, 12, 22] allow end-hosts to control

the path taken by a packet in the Internet. They have been
proposed as a means to address the shortcomings of BGP
[16], which does not explicitly select low-latency routes [17]
or adapt quickly to failures [7].

Routing overlays make a diversity of paths available to
applications and end users, paths that may be more reliable,
less loaded, shorter, or have higher bandwidth, than those
chosen by ISPs; that is, the potential benefit is high. At the
same time, the cost of deploying a routing application on a
workstation or intermediate proxy seems low. The high ben-
efit at low cost raises the question, “why are routing overlays
not standard practice?”

One possible explanation is that they do not scale [12].
Constant link monitoring and all-to-all probing, required for
the fastest performance and best decisions, consume resources
even when not needed. Further, an all-to-all overlay makes
available far more paths than may be necessary for reliability
and performance: most paths are useless.

Another possible explanation is that routing overlays were
designed assuming cooperative, similar nodes, and that the
Internet is instead heterogeneous and filled with freeloaders,
adversaries, and miscreants. The heterogeneity of connectiv-
ity means that well-connected nodes are more likely to pro-
vide service, while poorly connected nodes are more likely
to request service. This asymmetry discourages the well-
connected nodes from joining—they have little to gain and
would pay highly. The presence of freeloaders and adver-
saries implies that routing overlay designs should include an
incentive mechanism: a means by which nodes compel each
other to provide (nearly) as much service as they receive.

In this paper, we propose PeerWise, a routing overlay net-
work in which peers negotiate and establish pairwise con-

nections to each other based on their mutual advantage. Ex-
plicit peering based on reciprocity allows overlays to be built
on self-interest rather than on altruism. As inter-domain
routing benefits from the long-term reputation and SLA or-
ganization among autonomous systems, we believe that over-
lay routing could also gain from explicit, long-lived peer-
ings. The condition of mutual advantageous peerings pro-
vides an upper bound on the cost that a peer pays to be part
of the network: in a worst case scenario, when everybody
is selfish, nobody will pay more than it benefits. Further-
more, because a node only peers with a few other nodes from
which it can obtain benefit, the cost of wide scale deploy-
ment for PeerWise would be significantly reduced.

We apply PeerWise in the context of reducing path la-
tency. Nodes that can help each other find shorter paths peer.
To find the best peers automatically, each node computes
its network coordinate and uses the error in the embedding
(how over- or under-estimated any link latency is) to find
Internet paths to be avoided or preferred.

We make the following contributions. We present a rout-
ing overlay in which peerings are constructed based on self-
interest and mutual advantage and show that one hop detours
are enough to find most potential latency reduction and that
mutually advantageous peerings are available to avoid high-
latency paths (§3). PeerWise is scalable because we exploit
triangle inequality violations to select the best peerings (§4)
and provides fairness because no user must pay more than it
benefits. We present a novel path discovery and negotiation
protocol (§5). Our simulation results show that this proto-
col finds the shorter paths between hosts in the Internet (§6).
Lastly, we discuss future directions and the implications of
applying PeerWise to today’s Internet (§7).

2. RELATED WORK
Routing overlay networks [2, 17] improve the performance

and robustness of packet delivery in the Internet by forward-
ing packets along links in self constructed meshes. Several
strategies are used to determine which nodes should peer and
what links should be followed. RON [2] builds a fully con-
nected mesh and monitors aggressively all existing edges.
Other approaches sacrifice unnecessary edges for scalability
to define more sparse meshes: Nakao et al. [12, 13] employ
topology information and geography-based distance predic-
tion to build a mesh that is representative of the underlying
physical network. None of these approaches has any mech-
anisms to ensure fairness and cooperation among nodes. We



focus on finding shorter paths, and use network coordinates
and embedding errors to detect which nodes are more likely
to peer with each other. We achieve scalability by using an
underlying network coordinate system and ensure fairness
by requiring that each peering is mutually advantageous.

Our technique of predicting good peers is similar to the
TIV alert mechanism described by Wang et al. and used to
remove bad nodes in the neighbor selection mechanisms of
Vivaldi [4] and Meridian [24]. However, our focus is not
to avoid the edges that are part of triangle inequality viola-
tions, but to exploit them in finding shorter detours.

Ensuring cooperation in forwarding has been studied ex-
tensively in wireless ad hoc networks. End-to-end paths
must be created from wireless hosts who selfishly wish to
conserve their battery and capacity. Our focus is different
(easier): we assume correctness in the form of standard In-
ternet routing—any host can send to any other host with-
out our system—and wish only to find a faster path. Wire-
less routing protocols must turn to money [25], trusted hard-
ware [1], or more extreme measures [9] to achieve end-to-
end incentives across potentially many hops. We will show
that, to reduce latency between two nodes in the Internet,
just one additional hop suffices, allowing for much simpler
incentive mechanisms, such as tit-for-tat.

Various file swarming systems [3, 10, 20] apply tit-for-tat-
like schemes to induce cooperation among peers. Tit-for-tat
applies when there is a mutual interest among peers, which
is common in file swarming; for any pair of peers, one may
have blocks the other does not. To locate peers of mutual
interest, BitTorrent uses trackers and peer discovery to de-
termine who has what. We show that, perhaps surprisingly,
mutual interest is common in low-latency routing in the In-
ternet as well, and that locating nodes of mutual interest can
be done in a decentralized fashion.

3. PEERWISE MOTIVATION AND DESIGN
We consider routing overlays in which peers negotiate and

establish pairwise connections to each other based strictly
on mutual advantage. This design principle is modeled on
autonomous system peerings in the Internet; SLAs are ne-
gotiated before the peering is realized, allowing both sides
to evaluate whether they wish to enter into the agreement.
SLAs are maintained over long periods of time, allowing
long-term reputation to motivate cooperation. We believe
that bringing the negotiation and reputation to the applica-
tion level would allow overlays to (1) be built on self-interest
and (2) give users an opaque view of what their cost-to-
benefit ratio will be before committing any of their resources.

We focus on agreements of mutual advantage; any pair of
nodes that can benefit from each other’s resources or position
in the network should peer. Clearly, incentives for cooper-
ation are simple to implement under mutually advantageous
peerings; a simple tit-for-tat scheme could ensure a long-
lived, fair agreement. Further, pairwise, mutually advanta-
geous peerings provide a powerful, dynamic, fine-grained
admission control mechanism. Connections are not made
based on the membership to a group, but are negotiated in-
dividually by each participant with all other participants.

However, the correctness and efficiency of such an ap-

Avg. Latency Reduction
Dataset # nodes Source Unlimited One detour

detours or less
PL1 192 [21, 4] 12% (1.9) 10% (1.9)
PL2 384 [19] 92% (1.6) 79% (6.9)
King1 256 [5, 4] 74% (3.8) 50% (5.0)
King2 1953 [5, 4] 94% (0.7) 78% (4.6)

Table 1: Latency reduction compared to direct paths;
values in parentheses represent variance.

proach is not obvious; several technical questions arise: Are
strictly pairwise agreements sufficient to obtain connectivity
with a routing overlay, or are complex, multi-hop paths nec-
essary? Will all nodes find mutually advantageous latency
agreements, or are some nodes universally disadvantageous?
In this section, we answer both of these in the affirmative,
and show PeerWise’s approach is feasible in obtaining low-
latency, incentive-compatible overlay paths in the Internet.

3.1 One extra hop is enough
In discovering low-latency paths, it is tempting to allow

paths of arbitrary length. However, the cost of optimal la-
tencies is high; finding the paths would require an expensive
routing protocol such as AODV [15], and ensuring cooper-
ation across multiple hops is difficult (see §2). Gummadi et
al. observed that relaying through a single intermediate hop
could escape many network failures [6]. We present a sim-
ilar result for reducing latency—that limiting paths to one
intermediate hop suffices—using four latency data sets. The
King data sets consist of latencies between DNS servers and
the PL data sets between PlanetLab nodes. Details of the
measurements can be found in the references in Table 1.

Figure 1 compares the latencies without any detours, with
an unlimited number of detours, and with at most one de-
tour, in each of the four data sets. We summarize in Table 1.
Using only a single detour, similar latency improvements are
possible. These values are obtained using complete knowl-
edge of the latency matrix, and are unlikely to be obtained
with a decentralized routing protocol made scalable by ag-
gregating information. We return to this point at the end of
the section.

What little is lost in latency improvement is, we believe,
outweighed by the simplicity. End-to-end incentives are han-
dled by the pairwise agreements. We show in Section 4 how
to detect these shorter paths using a clever, completely de-
centralized protocol.

3.2 Mutual advantage is common
Each participant in an overlay network contributes its re-

sources in exchange for the resources of others. Unfortu-
nately, free access and unrestricted demand may lead to over-
exploitation of certain resources, especially those of well-
provisioned, well-connected nodes. This tragedy of the com-
mons occurs because the benefits of utilizing common re-
sources accrue to individuals, while the costs of exploitation
are distributed among all those who provide the resource.

Pairwise peerings based on mutual advantage would be
an effective means to resolve this, as nodes could freely dis-
criminate among the connections they allow. However, such
decentralized policy may be costly: if nodes accept only the
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Figure 1: Allowing just a single detour achieves nearly optimal latency.
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Figure 2: Embedding three points that form a bad trian-
gle into a geometric space introduces inaccuracies.

peerings that are mutually advantageous, perhaps the benefit
of the overlay is lost. For example, if those that can provide
service never need it, or those who can benefit from service
can never provide is, mutual advantage will not work.

Fortunately, mutual advantage is common in the latency
space of the Internet. For example, as shown in Section 6, in
the King1 data set, 74% of all nodes can reach each other by
one-hop-detour paths discovered through pairwise peerings.
This unexpected result suggests that mutual advantage is a
practical criterion for pairing nodes.

3.3 Summary
The single relay hop and peerings negotiated for mutual

advantage described in this section are sufficient for build-
ing a latency-reducing, incentive compatible routing overlay.
The analyses in this section can be performed, however, only
with the complete, global latency matrix. In the rest of this
paper, we present PeerWise’s scalable protocol to find low-
latency one-hop detours and nodes of mutual advantage.

4. DISCOVERING SHORTER DETOURS
Because measuring and maintaining the global informa-

tion required in the previous section to find detour links would
be prohibitive, we look to triangle inequality violations (TIVs)
in the Internet latency space to indicate alternate shorter paths
between pairs of nodes. As we describe below, errors in In-
ternet coordinates indicate the presence of TIVs and the type
of error guides whether a path is a likely detour to exploit or
a pathologically long link for which a detour can be found.

4.1 Triangle inequality violations
In the Internet latency space, a triangle inequality viola-

tion occurs when the latencies between a triple of nodes can-
not form a valid triangle. The left side of Figure 2 presents
such a scenario (ignore the rest of the figure for now). We
call a triple of nodes that violates the triangle inequality a
bad triangle. In the bad triangle ABC, AC is the long side
and AB and BC are the short sides. Pairs of nodes that are
long sides in bad triangles may benefit from detours; pairs
that are short sides may be part of shorter detours.

Dataset triples in TIVs pairs in TIVs
PL1 5% 66%
PL2 6% 76%
King1 7% 91%
King2 5% 92%
Table 2: Triangle inequality violations.

Triangle inequality violations are typical, caused by In-
ternet routing not being based on latency. ISPs may choose
paths based on cost, policies, or past performance instead.
We use several data sets to show that, although there may
be few triangle inequality violations, many nodes can take
advantage of them. For each set, we count the number of
triples that form bad triangles and the number of pairs of
nodes that are long sides in bad triangles (i.e., pairs that have
an alternate shorter path). We report the results in Table 2.
Although the number of bad triangles is relatively low (less
than 7%), they account for many paths not being shortest (at
least 66%) These results agree with those reported by Ledlie
et al. [8] and underline the importance of detecting and ex-
ploiting TIVs.

4.2 Network coordinates and TIVs
Network coordinates associate Internet hosts with points

in a geometric space such that the distance between the points
estimates the real latency between hosts. Triangle inequal-
ity violations are inconvenient for coordinate systems. Any
three points that form a bad triangle cannot be embedded
accurately into a space that prohibits TIVs—such as any ge-
ometric space. Inherently, the more triangle inequality vio-
lations there are, the more imprecise the embedding.

Although detrimental to the distance estimation, the in-
accuracy in coordinates introduced by embedding a bad tri-
angle can be helpful in determining which nodes and links
belong to bad triangles. With this information, nodes could
proactively search for shorter detours or advertise their posi-
tion as relays in shorter detours for others.

When embedded into a geometric space, the sides of a
bad triangle may be significantly modified (see Figure 2).
The absolute error of the long side must be lower than the
sum of the absolute errors of the other two sides. Therefore,
we expect that the more negative the error of an edge, the
higher the probability that the edge is a long side in a triangle
inequality violation. Conversely, the more positive the error,
the better chances for the edge to be a short side in a TIV.

The relationship between the prediction error of edges and
their participation in TIVs has also been discussed by Wang
et al. [23]. However, their goal is to avoid edges that are
part of bad triangles, while we want to detect them. Further,
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Figure 3: Average number of TIVs versus estimation er-
ror: as the estimation error decreases, it is more likely
that the pair is a long side in a bad triangle

we look at absolute embedding errors of both short and long
sides. Using absolute errors instead of relative errors helps
us differentiate between long edges and short edges: long
edges have a higher chance of being in a TIV. Finally, Wang
et al. compute the TIV severity of pair of nodes to account
for all the bad triangles in which the pair is a long side; we
only need to know if two nodes form a long side in at least
one bad triangle (i.e., if there is at least one shorter path
between the two nodes).

4.3 Absolute embedding errors indicate TIVs
We conjectured that as the absolute estimation error of

the distance between two nodes decreases towards −∞, the
probability that the two nodes form a long side in a TIV
(rather than a short side) increases. Similarly, as the error
increases towards ∞, the two nodes will instead be the end
points of a short side than of a long side in a TIV.

We use the Vivaldi network coordinate system to embed
each data set into a two-dimensional Euclidean space aug-
mented with heights. Vivaldi is distributed and adaptive,
running without global state and accommodating the dynam-
ics of the network. Our selection of embedding space draws
from previous work [14, 18, 4]. In particular, Euclidean
spaces have been motivated by the fact that latencies in the
Internet are dominated by geographic distance and that paths
generally do not “wrap around” the Earth [4].

To capture the presence of each pair of nodes in triangle
inequality violations, we define the TIV score. A TIV score
is given to each pair of nodes and represents the percentage
of the number of times the nodes form a long side in a TIV
out of the total number of times the two nodes are present in
the same TIV. A TIV score of 0 means that the pair appears
only as short side, while a TIV score of 100 indicates that
the two nodes form only long sides in TIVs. Unlike the TIV
severity metric [23], which is computed only for the bad tri-
angles in which an edge is long side, the TIV score accounts
for all bad triangles in which an edge is present.

We compute the estimation error for each pair—the differ-
ence between the embedding distance and the real distance—
and plot it against the average TIV score in Figure 3. To
create the plot, we took all pairs of nodes that had the same
estimation error and averaged their TIV scores. The error
bars correspond to one standard deviation in each direction.
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Figure 4: Example of mutually-advantageous peering:
nodes A and B can help each other to find shorter paths
to C, respectively D.

The outlier on the right side of the figure, corresponds to a
pair of nodes for which there is only one measurement. The
figure shows that as the estimation error of a pair of nodes
becomes more negative, the nodes will form more and more
long sides. When the estimation error becomes larger, the
number of short sides that a pair forms increases. Thus, a
pair of nodes with a negative estimation error has a higher
chance of needing a shorter path; when the nodes have a
large estimation error between them, they are more likely to
be part of a shorter path for another node.

5. PEERWISE PROTOCOL
Finding shorter detours is not enough; mutual agreements

between nodes are necessary. A sender node can use a detour
only if the intermediate node that offers it also finds value in
the sender. For example, in Figure 4, node A cannot use B
to reach C more quickly unless A provides a shorter detour
for B. Since the path from B to D is shorter through A, both
A and B benefit from each other equally and can peer. Next
we show how mutually beneficial PeerWise nodes find each
other and establish peerings.

Each node maintains two tables: a peering table and a
negotiation table. The peering table tracks the established
mutually-advantageous peering relationships of the node. The
negotiation table is an antechamber for the peering table and
tracks the nodes with which no peering has been established,
but which are candidates for mutually advantageous peer-
ings. An entry in either table is associated with another node
i in the system and contains i’s identifier, network coordi-
nate, and a history of round-trip times to i. The peering table
adds the usage of the peering: how many times one peer uses
the other as relay and the amount of data transferred in each
direction. Any known PeerWise node is initially added to
the negotiation table. In each negotiation session, the current
node selects a peer from the negotiation table and tries to es-
tablish a mutually advantageous peering with it. If the peer-
ing is successfully established, the node is removed from the
negotiation table and added to the peering table.

A new node joining the system makes a few measure-
ments to a random set of other nodes. These node, which
we call neighbors, also populate the negotiation table of the
joining node. Selecting the best set of neighbors to popu-
late the negotiation table is important for discovering more
peers. We allow nodes to learn about potential neighbors
from peers.

To compute their coordinates, nodes may use any dis-
tributed network embedding protocol. When its coordinates
have converged, a node (the sender) can seek peerings that
are mutually-advantageous. It sends a detour request to the
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Figure 5: Cumulative distributions of (a) peering score, (b) detour score, and (c) latency

node in the negotiation table to which the distance is most
overestimated and which is closer to some destinations it
wants to reach. This applies the insight in Section 4: the
higher the error of an edge, the more likely it is a short side
in TIVs and thus part of detours. A detour request is of the
form “I would like you to be my short-cut to d, and here are
k nodes to which I believe I could act as a short-cut for you.”

Upon receiving a detour request, a node (the receiver) can
accept it, deny it, or accept it conditionally. If the receiver
needs a shorter path to one of the nodes in the list offered
by the sender, then a mutual advantage exists and a peer-
ing may be established between the sender and the receiver.
Otherwise, if the receiver is looking for detours to destina-
tions that do not appear in the list offered by the sender, it
can pose a counter-offer, including the list of desired desti-
nations. The sender then decides whether it can offer shorter
detours to any of them. One could envision this continuing
for a fixed number of rounds, or until two requests repeat.

If nodes find shorter-than-expected paths, they may adver-
tise detours to nodes that could use these paths. Propagating
good information helps the system exploit good detours and
helps the node find advantageous peerings they can use later.
We have not implemented detour advertisement.

The established peerings of each node are stored in the
node’s peerings table. The table also monitors and accounts
for the traffic exchange on the peering. Nodes can establish
peerings either reactively or proactively. Reactive peerings
occur as responses to network conditions (e.g., a node no-
tices that the latency to a destination is greater than it should
be given its coordinates), while proactive peerings ensure
fast and low-cost connectivity for the future. Nodes should
end a peering if the peering ceases to be beneficial (e.g., if
latencies change because of failures or congestion, making
detours that are no longer shorter).

6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Because we narrow our focus to links of mutual advan-

tage, we do not expect our protocol to find detours to all
destinations or that the detours found will be shortest. We
do, however, expect it to reduce the latency to the majority
of destinations. We built a prototype of PeerWise to study
how well it finds detours based on partial information.

We use the King1 data set composed of 256 nodes; re-
sults for other data sets were similar. To determine network
coordinates, we use the Vivaldi protocol. In our simulation,
every node tries to find a shorter path to each of the other 255

nodes. Although real nodes rarely connect to all other nodes
and the distribution of requests is unlikely to be uniform, we
believe that forcing each node to contact every other pro-
vides a worst case for the protocol.

We define two metrics: the peering score and the detour
score. The peering score of a pair of nodes is the difference
between the number of times each node needs the other as re-
lay after all peerings have been established. It indicates how
many extra peerings (even if non-mutual) would be needed
to satisfy all detour requests. To capture the performance
of a single node, we use the detour score: the percentage
of destinations that the node can reach using its mutually-
advantageous peerings, out of the number of destinations for
which there is a detour shorter than the direct path.

We compute the peering score of each pair of nodes and
plot the cumulative distribution in Figure 5(a). When global
knowledge is available, 80% of all pairs do not require extra
peerings. However, when the peering table is populated with
only 32 Vivaldi neighbors, around 40% of the pairs have a
peering score greater than 0, indicating increased asymmetry
in the peering relationships. Figure 5(b) shows the cumula-
tive distribution of the detour score of every node. Similar
to the peering score distribution, the best performance is ob-
tained when global information is available: around 80% of
the nodes can detour 60% of their destinations using the es-
tablished peerings. The performance remains relatively good
even if each node starts with 32 neighbors in the negotiation
table: 60% of the nodes can find a shorter detour to at least
60% of the destinations to which such a detour exists. Thus,
letting nodes choose peers by themselves is enough for find-
ing most of the shorter detours.

Figure 5(c) compares the latency of the path between any
two nodes using the detours discovered by PeerWise with
that of the default path and of the best one-hop detour path
(not necessarily mutually advantageous). Our prototype of
PeerWise, with 32 initial nodes in the negotiation table can
make up about half of the difference between the direct path
and the best one-hop path. For the destinations to which it
finds a detour, PeerWise reduces latency by an average of
25%. We expect that careful selection of the nodes in the
negotiation table would lead to even greater improvement.

7. DISCUSSION
PeerWise is based on building overlay networks from mu-

tually advantageous peerings; we show that such a simple,
locally-enforced incentive mechanism is sufficient to pro-



vide detour routes in the Internet. Surprisingly, one-hop de-
tour paths are enough. Equally surprising, pairs of nodes can
help each other: few nodes are so well positioned that they
need no help and few are so poorly positioned that they can
help no one. Yet the design raises many potential questions.

Node strategies are interesting in this domain. Because we
focus on wired networks, the cost of transmission and recep-
tion is low, but could become high if rate-limited upstream
because of over-use (as by residential network providers).
This limits how much any node should be willing to provide
beyond its own usage. A node may wish to choose peer-
ings in different directions in the Vivaldi coordinate space to
gain diversity, or this diversity may emerge naturally. The
direct path is likely to be an alternative to an overlay route,
meaning that a node may not fear disconnection after misbe-
havior. Yet, to be able to use the overlay for short trans-
actions or quickly, maintaining pre-existing peerings with
good neighbors would seem in each node’s interest. As fur-
ther incentive, the set of “nearby”, mutually advantageous
nodes is relatively small compared to the size of the network,
so offending such nodes may be costly. We assume that the
“price” of relaying data is equal; however, a relay might be-
lieve that price is not fair and that instead, its peer should
forward twice as much traffic on its behalf as it does for its
peer. This “gouging” node may be correct; an auction-like
mechanism may be entirely appropriate.

Extensions to other metrics are possible. Although we fo-
cus on latency as the metric to improve, it seems straightfor-
ward to apply the latency-optimized overlay toward routing
around failures. Although Gummadi et al. [6] show that a
random selection can often skirt those failures that can be
avoided, the peer links chosen by PeerWise for their short
latency might be too correlated to maximize resilience. For
example, they may all traverse a usually high-performance
but failed link. PeerWise may have an advantage in that the
mutual forwarding relationship cemented over time could be
more quickly applied after failures. Application to band-
width may be more difficult, not because it would be a chal-
lenge to find pairs of nodes connected by high bandwidth,
but because finding third nodes that have high bandwidth
connections to one but not both of the overlay participants
seems difficult. A challenging measurement study would be
required to show the potential of such an overlay.

Extensions beyond pairwise connectivity are interesting.
The best possible path may involve multi-hop paths; provid-
ing an incentive for a “friend of a friend” to forward is an
area of future work. In general, it is NP-hard to determine if
peers selfishly forming a topology will converge to a Nash
equilibrium, let alone what the equilibrium is [11]. Building
a topology strictly based on mutual advantage may speed
convergence and ensure fairness in practice.

The dangers and effectiveness of all overlay-controlled
routes, if they should become dominant, remain open to study.
The “short” paths PeerWise finds may not remain uncon-
gested when used, though it should be easy to observe poor
performance along the overlay hop. Unique to PeerWise,
ISP traffic engineering, if performed on a short time scale,
may introduce instability to the PeerWise overlay as over-
used “short” paths become long to discourage their use and
“long” paths become short if route choice improves. That

is, the stable network constructed of stable peerings may be
unraveled by rapid changes in the network.

We believe that PeerWise is a step toward practical over-
lay network routing in which participants can be guaranteed
that their costs to participate do not outweigh the benefits.
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